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Preface

Recently the topology of branched covers and of Lefschetz
fibrations has reached considerable importance, particularly in
connection with contact geometry and the theory of Stein 4-
manifolds.

Since classical algebraic geometry, Lefschetz fibrations and
branched coverings have an important role in studying and rep-
resenting manifolds. However, we treat the subject from a pure-
ly topological point of view (in the smooth category), and we
consider also those Lefschetz fibrations with negative singular
points. These more general Lefschetz fibrations (also said achi-
ral) allow us to represent a large class of 4-manifolds. In partic-
ular, as showed by Harer in his Ph.D. thesis [16] (see also [12]
for the original proof), every smooth oriented 4-manifold builded
by handles of index � 2 (2-handlebody) is an achiral Lefschetz
fibration on B2 with bounded fiber (Loi and Piergallini give an
alternative proof of this Harer’s theorem, see Remark 3 of [32]).

In a more recent paper, Bobtcheva and Piergallini [8] con-
sider an equivalence relation between handlebody structures:
two oriented 4-dimensional 2-handlebodies H1 and H2 are 2-
equivalent iff they are related by the classical Kirby moves (ad-
dition/deletion of cancelling pairs of 1- and 2-handles, sliding of
handles and isotopy). It is conjectured that this equivalence rela-
tion is different from diffeomorphism (which in principle requires
also addition/deletion of cancelling pairs of 2- and 3-handles),
but, although this conjecture seems to be reasonable, there is
not a proof.

In Section 1.5 we will see the well known fact that a Lef-
schetz fibration induces a 2-handlebody decomposition. On the
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other hand, it can be proved that every 2-equivalence class of
4-dimensional 2-handlebodies can be represented by a Lefschetz
fibration on B2, with bounded fiber. To do this, start from the
special simple branched covering of B2 × B2 5 B4 constructed
in Section 3.3, which represents a given 2-equivalence class, and
then transform the branching surface in a 2-dimensional braid,
see Section 1.3, with the Rudolf’s algorithm [46]. The branched
covering, composed with the projection on B2, is a Lefschetz
fibration which induces the given 2-equivalence class.

It is a remarkable fact that 4-dimensional 2-handlebodies
bounded by #n(S1×S2) determine all smooth closed 4-manifolds
(there is only one way to close a 2-handlebody with 3- and 4-
handles [35]). Then the theory of Lefschetz fibrations for bound-
ed manifolds should be useful in the closed case too. In partic-
ular, it would be advisable to have a complete set of (possibly
local) moves relating any two Lefschetz fibrations representing
2-equivalent (perhaps diffeomorphic) 2-handlebodies. Of course,
the Bobtcheva-Piergallini moves of [8] are a good starting point.
These moves relate any two simple coverings of B4 branched
over ribbon surfaces, representing 2-equivalent 4-dimensional 2-
handlebodies.

A general relationship between branched coverings of B4 and
Lefschetz fibrations is established in Corollary 2.1.3, as a con-
sequence of the Representation Theorem 2.1.1. That corollary
states that every Lefschetz fibration on B2 with bounded fiber,
can be represented as a simple covering of B2×B2 branched over
a 2-dimensional braid (i.e. a surface whose projection on the first
factor B2 is a simple branched covering). This generalizes Propo-
sition 2 of [32]. On the other hand, any such a branched covering,
composed with the projection on B2, gives a Lefschetz fibration.

The Representation Theorem gives us an algorithmic way to
represent Dehn twists in a surface, by means of simple branched
coverings of B2. Its proof is given in Section 2.3. This work ap-
pears in [51].

Another result given in this thesis is the construction of the
first universal surface for oriented 4-dimensional 2-handlebodies.
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This surface is contained in B4 and universal means that ev-
ery oriented 2-handlebody of dimension four is a covering of
B4 branched over that surface. In other words the term uni-
versal generalizes the notion of universal link introduced by Bill
Thurston in the early eighties [48] (since this work many knots
and links in S3 are known to be universal).

Our construction, published in [44], is given in Chapter 3.
The basic idea is to start from a suitable presentation of a 2-
handlebody as a simple branched covering of B4, and then to
symmetrize the branching surface by a set of covering moves
(moves which change the branched covering, but not the diffeo-
morphism type of the covering manifold). After the symmetriza-
tion, we get the univarsal surface by the action of a rotation
group of B4. This action sends the symmetric branching sur-
face onto itself, and the quotient induces a branched covering
B4 → B4. In the target B4, we have the universal surface (which
includes also the branching set of the symmetric branched cov-
ering B4 → B4).
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Chapter 1

Branched coverings, mapping class

groups and Lefschetz fibrations

In this chapter we will give basic definitions and theorems
on the subject. All the material here is well known and is given
for completeness and to establish conventions and notations.

1.1 Branched coverings

Let M and N be compact smooth n-manifolds, with N con-
nected. We recall that a map f : M → N is said proper if
f−1(BdN) = BdM .

A branched covering is a smooth proper map p : M → N
such that:

i) The singular set Sp ⊂ M coincides with the set of points at
which p is not locally injective;

ii) The branching set Bp = p(Sp) is a smooth embedded codi-
mension two submanifold of N ;

iii) The restriction p| : M − p−1(Bp) → N − Bp is an ordinary
covering.

If M and N are oriented manifolds, we say that p is ori-
ented if it is an orientation preserving local diffeomorphism at
regular points. Usually we will consider only oriented branched
coverings.
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Local model. It is well-known that at a point x ∈ M ,
the branched covering is modelled on the map Bn−2 × B2 →
Bn−2 × B2, (w, z) �→ (w, zm), where m = mx � 1 is the local
degree, which is a topological invariant of the covering at x. It
is clear that x ∈ Sp iff mx � 2 and that the local degree is lo-
cally constant on the singular set, and then it is constant on its
connected components.

We also consider the pseudo-singular set Lp = p−1(Bp)−Sp.
By referring to the local model, we see that Lp is closed in M
and also a codimension two submanifold, just as Sp.

For a regular value y ∈ N , the number d = # p−1(y) is the
degree of p. If y is a singular value then we have d =

∑
x mx,

where x varies in p−1(y).

Monodromy. The monodromy of p is that of the associated
ordinary covering p| : M − p−1(Bp) → N − Bp. So it is a ho-
momorphism ωp : π1(N − Bp) → Σd, where the choice of a base
point ∗ ∈ N −Bp and of a numbering of p−1(∗) 5 {1, . . . , d} are
understood. The monodromy group Ω(p) is the image of ωp in Σd

and is defined, as ωp, up to an inner automorphism in Σd, which
corresponds to a different numbering of p−1(∗). A branched cov-
ering is connected iff Ω(p) is transitive on {1, . . . , d}.

A meridian of the branching set Bp is an element μ ∈ π1(N−
Bp) represented by the boundary of a regular disk in N which
meets Bp transversely in a single point, say y.

The permutation ωp(μ) = τ1 · · · τk, as a product of disjoint
cycles, gives the local behavior of p at the singular points over
y. In fact a cycle τi corresponds to one of these singular points,
say xi, and its length is equal to the local degree of xi.

We say that p is simple if ωp(μ) is a transposition for
any meridian μ. This is equivalent to each of the following: 1)
# p−1(y) � d − 1 ∀ y ∈ N , and 2) all singular points have local
degree two and p| : Sp → Bp is 1-1. In most cases we consid-
er simple branched coverings, but in Chapter 3 we widely use
non-simple ones.
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Regular vs. irregular. A branched covering is said to be
regular if there is a finite group G of diffeomorphisms of M which
acts freely on M −p−1(Bp) s.t. M/G is homeomorphic to N and
the projection π : M → M/G is homeomorphic, as a map, to p.

In other words p is regular iff the deck transformations group,
which is the group of all the diffeomorphisms f of M s.t. p = p◦f ,
is transitive on a fiber (and then on all the fibers). Moreover it
is not hard to show that p is regular iff p∗

(
π1(M − p−1(Bp))

)
=

kerωp iff Ω(p) acts freely on the set {1, . . . , d}. For a regular p,
Ω(p) is isomorphic to the group of deck transormations.

A regular covering has no pseudo-singualar points, and all
the singular points with the same image have the same local
structure, and so the same local degree. Therefore in the disjoint
cycles decomposition ωp(μ) = τ1 · · · τk for a meridian μ, the τi’s
have all the same length l and kl = d. Note that 2-fold branched
coverings are simple and regular and that there are no simple
and regular coverings of degree > 2.

A branched covering which is not regular is said to be irreg-
ular. Irregular coverings are often more useful than regular ones,
because the latter are very rigid, as it should be clear. In fact a
regular covering can be approached with an irregular one, so the
(simple) irregular coverings are generic. We will see examples in
the next section.

It turns out that M and p are determined, up to diffeomor-
phisms, by N , Bp, and ωp. We need a splitting complex, which is
a compact subcomplex K ⊂ N of codimension one, with smooth
cells, such that N−K is connected and the monodromy is trivial
on N −K. A splitting complex does exist for any branching set
(start from a triangulation of N s.t. Bp is a subcomplex, and
look at the dual triangulation to choose the proper (n− 1)-cells
to construct K in such a way N − K is contractible).

Recovering from the branching data. Now we will show
how to recover M and p from N , B and ω. First cut N along K,
which means to remove from N the interior of a regular neigh-
borhood of K relative to B (in such a way B is in the border of
that neighborhood), and indicate with N ′ the cutted manifold.
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Then each (n− 1)-cell c of K gives two (n− 1)-cells c′ and c′′ of
N ′, and N can be recovered from N ′ by pasting c′ and c′′, with a
smooth attaching map hc : c′ → c′′. For each c choose a meridian
μc which transversely meets c itself in a single point, oriented in
such a way that the part of μc contained in the cutting neigh-
borhood of K points towards c′′.

If the target of ω is Σd, let M be the topological union of d
copies of N ′, so M = N ′

1∪. . .∪N ′
d, and denote the corresponding

cells with c′i and c′′i . We have also a natural map P : M → N ,
given by the identifications on each N ′

i , as a copy of N ′, defined
above.

Now, we past c′i with c′′j if j =
(
ω(μc)

)
(i), with an attaching

map modelled on hc. After these identifications we get a quotient
space M and a quotient continuous map p : M → N (since P is
compatible with the identifications on M). It is not hard to show
that M is a topological n-manifold. Moreover, we can construct
a smooth atlas on M , since any attaching map we use above is
smooth. With respect to this differentiable structure p becomes
a smooth branched covering.

The uniqueness of M and p, up to diffeomorphisms, follows
from the uniqueness for unbranched coverings.

For a fixed splitting complex K, the sheets of p are the con-
nected componets of p−1(N−K). If the base point for the funda-
mental group is not in K, then a numbering of its preimage can
be extended to a numbering of the sheets, and the monodromy
group can be considered as acting on the sheets.

Stabilizations. Let p : M → N be a degree d branched cov-
ering map, with BdN 
= 
O, and Q ⊂ N be a trivially properly
embedded (n−2)-ball, separated from Bp, so there is an (n−1)-
ball V s.t. Q ⊂ BdV , BdV − Q ⊂ BdN and V ∩ Bp = 
O. We

can construct a new branched covering p̂ : M̂ → N of degree
d + 1 such that Bp̂ = Bp ∪ Q, and the monodromy is extended
by assigning (i d + 1) to a meridian of Q, with i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. It

is not hard to see that the new manifold M̂ is diffeomorphic to
the boundary connected sum M#bN (think to V as part of the
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splitting complex). In particular, if N 5 Bn, then M̂ 5 M . In
this case p̂ is called a stabilization of p and the new sheet added
to p is said to be a trivial sheet.

In the closed case the stabilization is constructed by adding
a trivial (n−2)-sphere S to the branching set. This sphere must
be s.t. there is an (n−1)-ball V ⊂ N which is bounded by S and

disjoint from Bp. Then we can make the covering p̂ : M̂ → N of
degree d + 1 with monodromy extended by assigning, as above,
(i d + 1) to a meridian of S. It follows that M̂ 5 M#N , and

then if N 5 Sn we get M̂ 5 M .
For example, a branched covering of S2 can be stabilized by

adding an S0 (so a pair of points) to the branching set. For a
branched covering of B2 we add a single point. In the case of S3

we have to add an unknotted circle, which is also unlinked with
the old branching set.

1.2 Manifolds as branched covers

Branched covers of Sn can be presented by a codimension two
submanifold B of Sn together with a sequence of permutations
corresponding to a finite set of generating meridians for π1(S

n −
B).

At this point we can ask if every n-manifold is a branched
covering of Sn. The first answer is due to Alexander, who in the
early Twenties proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2.1. Every closed oriented PL n-manifold is
a PL covering of Sn, branched over the (n − 2)-skeleton of a
standard n-simplex.

Note that the branching set in this theorem is a submanifold
only in dimension two (the 0-skeleton of a 2-simplex is a set of
three points). Moreover the Alexanter’s theorem gives a universal
branching set, the covering is not simple and there are no bounds
on the degree. In low dimensions there are more precise and
powerful results.
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Dimension 2. We have a background with the theory of Rie-
mann surfaces. We know that every Riemann surface is a simple
analytic branched covering of the Riemann sphere.

The classical Riemann-Hurwitz formula for a d-fold branched
covering p : M2 → N2 is the following:

χ(M) = dχ(N) −
∑

i

(mi − 1)

where the mi’s are the local degrees at the singular points. This
formula holds in every case (with or without boundary, orientable
or non-orientable).

From the topological point of view, looking at the Figure 1.1
we see that the following proposition holds.

Proposition 1.2.2. A closed oriented surface of genus g is
2-fold covering of S2 branched over 2g + 2 points.

F

S2

−→

Figure 1.1.

The covering is generated by a 180◦-rotation about the axis,
and the singular points are the intersections of that axis with
the surface F . The quotient space with respect to this action is
S2.

There is a classification of the simple branched coverings of
S2, and in fact the following theorem holds, see [4].
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Theorem 1.2.3. Two simple branched coverings of S2 of
the same degree d are equivalent.

For recent results on the realizability of non-simple branched
coverings with prescribed branch data see the nice preprint of
Pervova and Petronio [42].

In the case with boundary, we can prove the following theo-
rem.

Theorem 1.2.4. A compact, connected, orientable surface
F with n boundary components is a simple branched covering of
B2 of degree d = max(2, n).

Proof. Let us consider a simple branched covering of B2. As
a splitting complex we choose a set of disjoint arcs each connect-
ing a point in S1 with a branching point. Cutting B2 along these
arcs, we still get B2, and then each sheet is a copy of B2 too.

As in the general construction of the branched coverings, we
have to paste the sheets according to the monodromy. So for a
branching point with monodromy (i j) we have to paste an arc
in the boundary at level i with one at level j or, which is the
same, we attach a 1-handle from the i-th sheet to the j-th one.
The sheets behave as 0-handles.

Therefore a branched covering of B2 induces a handle de-
composition without 2-handles on the covering 2-manifold.

In Figure 1.2 is depicted a surface with m 1-handles of genus
�(m− 1)/2� and one boundary component if m is odd, or two if
m is even. Then we get every compact connected oriented surface
with 1 or 2 boundary components.

Figure 1.2.

It is now straightforward to get the branched covering p of B2

which induces the depicted handle decomposition. Simply take
m branching points all with monodromy (1 2).
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To complete the proof we will show how to add more bound-
ary components. Observe that if we have a branched covering of
B2 of degree d, the addition a pair of branching points with mon-
odromy (1 d+1) does not change the genus and add a boundary
component on the covering surface.

So if n > 2 start from the p above to represent a surface of
the same genus and two boundary components. Then add n− 2
pairs of branching points b1, b2 with monodromy (1 3), b3, b4 with
monodromy (1 4), . . ., b2n−5, b2n−4 with (1 n). �

In [40] Mulazzani and Piergallini proved that any other sim-
ple branched covering F → B2 is, up to homeomorphisms, a
(multi) stabilization of our covering.

Then every compact connected oriented 2-manifold is a sim-
ple oriented branched covering of S2 if it is closed, or of B2 if
it is bounded. Moreover there is a bound on the degree which
depends only on the number of boundary components.

Dimension 3. In the early Seventies Hilden, Hirsch and Mon-
tesinos independently proved the following theorem [23], [28],
[33].

Theorem 1.2.5. Every closed oriented 3-manifold is a 3-
fold simple oriented covering of S3 branched over a knot.

We will outline a proof of this theorem in Section 1.5, based
on the fact that every closed oriented 3-manifold is the bound-
ary of a compact 4-manifold obtained from B4 by the addition of
2-handles. Since any such a 4-manifold is a branched covering of
B4, as we see later, we obtain the Hirsch-Hilden-Montesinos the-
orem by restricting that covering to the boundary. Theorem 1.2.5
follows also from the proof of the next theorem.

In the bounded case we have the following result.

Theorem 1.2.6. Any compact oriented connected 3-mani-
fold with boundary is a simple covering of B3 branched over
a non-singular curve. Moreover if the 3-manifold has connected
boundary, then it is a simple branched covering of B3 of degree
three.
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Proof. Let W be a connected 3-manifold with (not necessar-
ily connected) boundary. Consider a handle decomposition rel-
ative to the boundary without 0-handles and a single 3-handle.
Suppose also that the handles are ordered by their indices.

Start from a simple branched covering q : BdW → S2 of
degree at least three and get the product with an interval p0 =
q × idI : BdW × I → S2 × I. It is not hard to add 1-handles
equivariantly to p0. A 1-handle between the sheets i and j can
be realized by the addition of a simple branching arc in S2 × I
with monodromy (i j). The simple arc must have the end points
in the boundary component of S2 × I which goes to the interior
of the manifold. After the addition of the 1-handles, we have
a branched covering p1 : W1 → S2 × I. Note that there is an
obvious embedding W1 ↪→ W which sends a single boundary
component of W1, which we indicate ∂1W1, to the interior of W .

Now we add the 2-handles. Since after the addition of the
2-handles it remains to add only a single 3-handle, it follows that
the attaching curve of every 2-handle is non-separating in ∂1W1.

Consider a 2-handle H2 attached along a curve C ⊂ ∂1W1.
This curve is isotopic in ∂1W1 to a curve which projects, through
p1, to an arc c ⊂ S2 with end points in the branching set of
p1 (this can be obtained in degree at least three, see [4] and
recall that a non-separating curve in a closed oriented surface is
equivalent, up to a orientation-preserving diffeomorphism, to a
standard curve).

This arc c can be pushed inside S2 × I, together with its
end points, and smoothed with the branching set of p1, to give a
new bigger arc. Note that the monodromy can be extended to the
new arc, coherently with that of p1. Then we get a new branched
covering p′2 : W ′

2 → S2×I, and it is straightforward to show that
W ′

2 5 W1 ∪ H2. We can repeat this argument to get a branched
covering p2 : W2 → S2 × I, where W2 = W1 ∪ (2-handles).

It remains to add the 3-handle to the spherical bound-
ary component ∂1W2 5 S2. Since the branched covering p2| :
∂1W2 → S2 is simple and of some degree d, it is equivalent, see
[4], to the branched covering of S2 with 2d− 2 branching points
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and monodromies (1 2), (1 2), (1 3), (1 3), . . ., (1 d), (1 d),
which can be extended to a covering B3 → B3 branched over
d − 1 arcs. It follows that p2 can be extended, after the addi-
tion of a 3-handle in W2 and in S2 × I, to a branched covering
p : W → B3. Observe that this covering p is simple and with
branching set a disjoint union of arcs.

Note that since the degree of p is equal to that of the covering
q we start from, then if W has connected boundary we get a 3-
fold covering p, because in this case we can choose q of degree
three. �

Dimension 4. In this dimension we have the following result of
Iori and Piergallini [29].

Theorem 1.2.7. A closed oriented smooth 4-manifold is a
5-fold simple covering of S4 branched over an embedded smooth
surface.

The branching surface in this case can be non-orientable.
In fact with orientable branching surfaces we get only bounding
4-manifolds with even Euler chatacteristic.

In the bounded case we need ribbon surfaces, see [47], [46]
for a nice presentation.

Definition 1.2.8. A smooth oriented surface F ⊂ B4 is
said in ribbon position if the distance from the origin restricts
to a Morse function on F without critical points of index 2. F is
ribbon if it is isotopic to a surface in ribbon position

A ribbon surface can be isotoped in such a way that the
projection on the standard R

3 ⊂ S3 from the origin of B4 is an
immersion whose singularities are of the type depicted in Fig-
ure 1.3 (ribbon singularities). On the other hand an immersed
ribbon surface in R

3 can be pushed into B4 to give a regular
ribbon surface (unique up to isotopy in B4 through ribbon sur-
faces).

In pictures of ribbon surfaces, we use brightness to represent
the depth. So, a dark region is close to R

3 (the 0 depth), while
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a bright one is pushed into B4 at a higher depth. In particular,
something depicted in black is actually contained in R

3.
So, ribbon surfaces have nice diagrams in R

3. For example,
in Figure 1.4 is depicted a ribbon disk, which is non-trivial, since
it is bounded by the square knot (the connected sum of a trefoil
knot and its mirror image).

Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.4.

Theorem 1.2.9. Every compact oriented 4-dimensional 2-
handlebody is a 3-fold covering of B4 branched over a ribbon
surface [8], [33].
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For a proof without a bound on the degree see Chapter 3. On
the other hand in Section 1.5 we will see how branched coverings
of B4 are related to the Lefschetz fibrations and then we conclude
the proof of Theorem 1.2.9 with degree three.

1.3 Mapping class groups and braids

Let us consider a compact oriented surface F with (pos-
sibly empty) boundary, and fix a finite distinguished subset
A ⊂ IntF (a so called pointed surface if A �= �O). Let H(F,A)
be the group of the orientation preserving homeomorphisms
ϕ : (F,A) → (F,A) which are the identity on the boundary.
H(F,A) can be topologized with the compact open topology
(which is the same as the uniform convergence topology with
respect to a distance function on F ), and in this way H(F,A)
becomes a topological group which is Hausdorff and locally path
connected. It is well-known that the connected component of the
identity, which we indicate with H0(F,A), is a closed normal sub-
group, and then the quotient M(F,A) = H(F,A)

/ H0(F,A) is
a discrete group called the mapping class group of (F,A). When
A = �O we simply write H(F ) and M(F ).

Dehn twists. Consider a closed curve γ ⊂ IntF − A and a
tubular neighborhood U 5 S1 × B1 of γ s.t. U ∩ A = �O. The
identification between U and S1×B1 is an orientation preserving
homeomorphism s.t. γ corresponds to S1 × {0}.

The homeomorphism t : S1 × B1 → S1 × B1 with t
(
x, s

)
=(−x·esπi, s

)
, where S1 is considered as the complexes of modulus

one, is the identity on Bd(S1 × B1) and then induces a home-
omorphism of U , which can be extended to a tγ : F → F by
the identity outside U . It follows that tγ ∈ H(F,A) and its class
in M(F,A) is denoted with tγ too. That homeomorphism (or
better its class) is what we mean for a right-handed Dehn twist
around γ. It turns out that the mapping class tγ depends only
on the isotopy class of γ in F − A.
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A right-handed Dehn twist is also called positive, while a
negative one is a class of the type t−1

γ (also called left-handed).
This kind of positivity depends on the orientation of F (but not
on that of γ). So, if we reverse the orientation of F , positive
Dehn twists become negative and vice versa.

If the curve is homotopic to zero (or, is the same, it bounds a
disc in F −A), then the corresponding Dehn twist is the identity
(as a class). Otherwise it can be proved to be of infinity order in

M(F,A). The Dehn twists we consider are always non-trivial.
The following question naturally arises: can a negative Dehn

twist be equal to a positive one, possibly along a different curve?
The answer is not, in fact a Dehn twist determines its core

curve up to isotopy. But for surfaces with boundary hold a more
interesting fact.

Theorem 1.3.1. Let F be an oriented surface with non-
empty boundary. Then a negative Dehn twist cannot be the
product of positive Dehn twists.

This theorem depends on the uniqueness of the Stein fill-
ing of S3 (which is B4, as showed by Eliashberg [11]) and on
a theorem of Loi and Piergallini [32] on Stein 4-manifolds with
boundary as positive Lefschetz fibrations on B2 (see Section 1.5
for generalities on the subject).

Theorem 1.3.1 is related also to the existence of oriented not
Stein-fillable 3-manifolds. In fact if there is a negative Dehn twist
which is a product of positive twists in a genus g surface with
boundary, then every class in M(F ) is the product of positive
Dehn twists in any surface F of genus � g with connected non-
empty boundary, and so every 3-manifold would be Stein-fillable.

But Etnyre and Honda proved in [13] that the Poincaré ho-
mology sphere with reversed orientation has no positive tight
contact structures, and so it cannot be Stein-fillable.

On the other hand, on a closed surface every negative Dehn
twist is a product of positive Dehn twists.

Half-twists. Let α ⊂ IntF be a non-singular arc with end
points in A and the interior disjoint from A. Consider a regular
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neighborhood V of α s.t. V ∩A = Bdα and choose an orientation
preserving identification (V, α) 5 (B2(2), B1), where B2(r) is the
disc of radius r. Consider the homeomorphism k : B2(2) → B2(2)
with k(ρ, ϑ) = (ρ, ϑ + ρπ), in polar coordinates. The induced
homeomorphism of V is the identity on the boundary and can
be extended to a tα on all F with the identity outside V . Note
that tα sends α to itself exchanging the end points, so tα(A) = A.
It follows that tα ∈ H(F,A) and its class is called a right-handed
(or positive) half-twist. As in the previous case, a left-handed (or
negative) half-twist is a class of the type t−1

α .

Theorem 1.3.2. M(F,A) is finitely generated by Dehn
twists and half-twists.

In fact we know more, since there are finite presentations of
the mapping class groups in terms of half and Dehn twists, see
[50], [14], [3], all based on the fundamental paper of Hatcher and
Thurston [21].

Two non-separating curves on a surface F are equivalent
up to an element of H(F,A), see for instance [31]. It follows
that the corresponding Dehn twists are conjugated in M(F,A).
Every two half-twists are conjugated because two arcs are always
equivalent modulo H(F,A). Moreover, a conjugate of a right-
handed Dehn (or half) twist is also a right-handed Dehn (resp.
half) twist. The corresponding curves (resp. arcs) are related by
the conjugating homeomorphism.

Braids. The classical braid group is Bn = M(B2, An), where
An ⊂ B2 is a fixed subset with n points and An ⊂ An+1,
∀n � 1. In the following it is understood an identification
An 5 {1, . . . , n}, compatible with the inclusion An ⊂ An+1.

So a braid is represented by a homeomorphism which sends
a fixed finite subset onto itself. But the braid group can be de-
fined also in a different way. Consider a curve whose connected
components are n arcs in I × B2 s.t. each arc connects a point
in An × {0} with a point in An × {1} and project homeomor-
phically onto I. Such a curve is said a geometric braid, and two
of these are considered equivalent if there is an isotopy through
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geometric braids. In this case the number n is said the degree of
the braid.

Two geometric braids can be composed by joining them
togheter, and reparametrizing in such a way to stay in I × B2.
Then the set of equivalence classes is a group which is isomorphic
to Bn.

The identity element is the trivial braid made of vertical
straight arcs, and the inverse of a braid is its symmetric with
respect to the plane {1/2} × R2. It is simple to check that the
structure of a group is well defined.

Roughly speaking, an isomorphism between Bn and the
group of geometric braids can be defined as follows: pick a home-
omorphism h : (B2, An) → (B2, An) and choose an isotopy
H : I × B2 → I × B2 (rel Bd) from idB2 to h. Then the curve
which corresponds to h is H(I × An), so it follows the points in
An during the isotopy.

It can be proved that this correspondence is well definded on
isotopy classes and it induces the above-mentioned isomorphism.

The braid group Bn has the following presentation: gener-
ators σ1, . . . , σn−1 and relations σiσj = σjσi if |i − j| > 1 and
σiσjσi = σjσiσj if |i − j| = 1, see [5] for a proof.

Each σi is a half-twist about the arc depicted in Fig-
ure 1.5 (a) and exchange the i-th and the (i+1)-th points of An.
The corresponding geometric braid is that of Figure 1.5 (b). In
particular B1 is the trivial group, B2 is infinite cyclic and Bn is
not abelian for n � 3.

Consider the homomorphism P : Bn → Σn which is the
restriction of a braid (as a homeomorphism of B2) to the set An

(which, as said above, is identified with the set {1, . . . , n}). The
normal subgroup Pn = kerP is said the pure braid group. For a
finite presentation of Pn see [5].

Another natural homomorphism is e : Bn → Z such that
e(σi) = 1, ∀i. This homomorphism is well defined because the
defining relations for Bn are homogeneous.

Given a geometric braid b ∈ Bn we can construct a corre-
sponding closed braid which is an oriented link in R

3. Simply
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i-th

σi

(i + 1)-th

σ1 σ2
. . .

σn−1

(a) (b)

...
...

Figure 1.5.

consider the solid torus obtained from I × B2 by identifying
{0} × B2 and {1} × B2 with the identity, embedded in R

3 in a
standard way. In this solid torus we have a link b̂ which is the
result of b after the identification of {0} × An and {1} × An.
Starting from a plane diagram of b we get b̂ by the addition of
disjoint simple closing arcs as in Figure 1.6.

...

b 43...

...

b ...

...

Figure 1.6.

Note that an oriented link L in R
3 is a closed braid iff the

polar angle coordinate ϑ : R
3 − (z axis) → S1 restricts to an

oriented covering map L → S1.
Vice versa, Alexander proved the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.3.3. Every oriented link in R
3 is isotopic to a

closed braid.

For a proof see Birman [5], where the reader can find also
the Markov moves which relates two braids representing isotopic
links. Another nice constructive proof can be found in [46], where
there is a more general algorithm which transforms a ribbon
surface in a braided surface (see the next paragraph).

Two-dimensional braids. Let F ⊂ B2 × B2 be a compact
oriented surface. We say that F is a two-dimensional braid, or a
braided surface, if the projection on the first factor π1| : F → B2

is a simple oriented branched covering. In particular BdF ⊂
BdB2 × B2 ⊂ S3 is a closed braid. The singular points of the
branched covering are said twist points of F .

It turns out that twist points have an index ±1. If the orien-
tation of the tangent plane {pt}×B2 at a twist point x coincides
with that of the surface, then we say that x is positive, otherwise
is negative. If all the twist points are positive we say that the
braided surface is positive.

Braided surfaces are ribbon, and in fact admit special dia-
grams in R3 made of parallel discs joined by twisted bands. Discs
corresponds to sheets of the branched covering, and each band
correspond to a twist point. The band is left-handed if the twist
point is positive, otherwise is right-handed. Here left or right-
handed is referred to the longitudinal direction. For instance, in
Figure 1.7 is depicted a positive (left-handed) band.

It is simple to show that each positive band gives in the
boundary a piece of braid which can be represented by a conju-
gate of a standard generator σi. A negative (right-handed) band
corresponds to a conjugate of σ−1

i . Note also that the relations
of the braid group imply that each σi is a conjugate of σ1.

For a twist point x ∈ F there are local complex coordinates
(z, w) in B2 × B2 centered at x, s.t. the local equation of F is
z = w2, and the map π1|F is (w2, w) �→ w2. Moreover these coor-
dinates can be chosen orientation preserving (resp. reversing) iff
x is positive (resp. negative). The existence of these coordinates
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Figure 1.7.

is a straightforward consequence of the local model for branched
coverings. Then near a positive twist point the surface looks like
analytic. This local behavior is indeed global if every twist point
is positive.

In [45] Rudolph proved that positive two-dimensional braids
are isotopic to non-singular pieces of analytic curves (see also [9]
for a proof of the converse in B4, and also for a generalization
to symplectic surfaces). Then this kind of positivity is powerful
and deep.

Now we will see how the left-handed bands are those we want
to call positive. Consider a positive twist point x ∈ F . Then, as
said above, the local equation of F around x is given by z = w2,
with respect to local orientation-preserving complex coordinates
(z, w), defined on a bidisc B2 × B2 around x.

The disc of equation z = eit, t ∈ [0, 2π], meets F at the
two points

(
eit,±eit/2

)
which, as t goes from 0 to 2π, describe a

positive generator σ1 on the starting disc z = 1, since the two
points ±eit/2 ∈ B2 rotate counterclockwise, as t varies. But this
is only the local model. If we look at the full boundary braid, we
will get a conjugate bσ1b

−1, for some b ∈ Bn. It follows that in the
longitudinal direction we see a left-handed twist. Of course, if we
start from a right-handed (negative) band we will get bσ−1

1 b−1.
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Lifting braids. Now we will see how branched coverings are
useful to represent mapping classes.

Consider and element ϕ ∈ M(F ) (assume F with boundary).
For a simple covering p : F → B2 branched over the standard
subset An, we say that ϕ is the lifting of a braid β ∈ Bn iff
p ◦ ϕ = β ◦ p.

Montesinos and Morton [38] proved the following theorem (a
generalization of a degree-three version of Birman and Wajnryb
[6]).

Theorem 1.3.4. Let p : F → B2 be a simple branched
covering of degree d � 3. Then each ϕ ∈ M(F ) is the lifting of
a braid.

To prove this theorem the authors show that every generator
of M(F ) is a lifting, and this suffices since the lifting operation
is a homomorphism λ : Lp → M(F ), where Lp < Bn is the group
of liftable braids. The elements of Lp are characterized by the
following property.

Proposition 1.3.5. A braid β ∈ Bn is liftable with respect
to p iff ωp = ωp◦β∗, where β∗ : π1(B

2−Bp) → π1(B
2−Bp) is the

induced automorphism. In particular, a half-twist tα is liftable
iff p−1(α) contains a closed component γ. In this case, the lifting
is a Dehn twist around γ.

In [6] there is a set of generators for Lp in degree 3. In [40]
Mulazzani and Piergallini provide the generators for Lp in any
degree. In particular they show that Lp is finitely generated by
liftable powers of half-twists (if a half-twist tα is not liftable,
then t2α or t3α is necessarily liftable).

In the proposition above we see that the lifting of a half-
twist is a Dehn twist. But if we start from a Dehn twist, then
Theorem 1.3.4 gives only a generic braid whose lifting is that
Dehn twist. For many reasons is desirable to get a half-twist
instead. We will see in Chapter 2 how to realize this, at least for
a good class of Dehn twists which are those whose core curve is
non-trivial in H1(F ).
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Note that a geometric braid related to a branched covering
p : F → B2 can be colored in I × B2, according to the initial
colors of An ⊂ {0} × B2, to give a colored geometric braid in
I×B2. The resulting branched covering of I×B2 is a 3-manifold
homeomorphic to I×F . According to Proposition 1.3.5 a colored
geometric braid is liftable (as homeomorphism) iff the initial and
final colors match (well-colored braid).

1.4 Open book decompositions

Consider a link L in a 3-manifold M and suppose that the
complement M − L is a fibre bundle over S1 s.t. the closure
in M of any fibre is a Seifert surface for L (so it is a compact
connected orientable surface with boundary L). Then we say that
L a fibred link. Note that not all the fibrations of the complement
of L have the previous property, and a generic fibration may not
give a fibred link. In fact the leaves can make multiple windings
around the link.

Definition 1.4.1. An open book decomposition for M is
a fibred link L with a fibration g : M −L → S1 s.t. the closures
of the leaves are Seifert surfaces for L.

The closure of a leaf is called page, and L is the binding of
the open book. The local model for an open book at the binding
is R

3 as the union of all the half-planes through the z axis.
So an open book decomposition determines, up to conjuga-

tion and isotopy, a monodromy map ϕ : F → F , where F is the
page. Of course ϕ is the identity map on BdF , and so its isotopy
class stays in M(F, BdF ). If we orient M , the fibre F inherits
an orientation compatible with the fibration. In what follows we
always assume M and F compatibly oriented, and then the mon-
odromy is orientation preserving. The following theorem is due
to Alexander [1].

Theorem 1.4.2. Any closed oriented 3-manifold admits an
open book decomposition.
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So the open book decompositions are a tool to present and
study 3-manifolds, as showed in the following construction.

Let us consider an orientation preserving homeomorphism
ϕ ∈ M(F, BdF ), and let

Tϕ =
I × F

(1, x) ∼ (0, ϕ(x))

be its mapping torus which is fibred over S1. Since ϕ is the iden-
tity on BdF , it follows that BdTϕ is naturally parametrized
by S1 × BdF and then it is a disjoint union of tori. That
parametrization is realized by the homeomorphism h : BdTϕ →
S1 × BdF ⊂ B2 × BdF with h(t, x) = (e2πit, y) for (t, y) ∈
I×BdF . Therefore we can construct a closed oriented 3-manifold

Mϕ = Tϕ ∪h (B2 × BdF )

in which we have the fibred link L = {0} × BdF ⊂ B2 × BdF .
Then Mϕ is endowed with an open book decomposition.

In particular the page of Mϕ is homeomorphic to F , and the
monodromy is equivalent to ϕ up to this homeomorphism. Note
that Mϕ does depend up to orientation preserving homeomor-
phisms only on the conjugacy class of ϕ in M(F, BdF ).

A basic example is the standard open book of S3, which is
obtained from the decomposition of R3 as union of half-planes
through the z-axis by the one point compactification. So each
half-plane becomes a disc and the binding becomes an unknotted
circle. More precisely S3 = Mid, where id is the identity map of
B2. Then this open book corresponds to the genus-one Heegaard
splitting of S3.

In [17] there is a complete set of moves needed to relate any
two open book decompositions of the same 3-manifold.

Open books as branched coverings. Given an open book
with monodromy ϕ we know from Theorem 1.3.4 that there ex-
ists a branched covering p : F → B2 s.t. ϕ is the lifting of a
braid β. The product branched covering id×p : I ×F → I ×B2
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induces a covering of mapping tori p̃ : T (ϕ) → T (β) 5 I × B2.
After we have filled the boundary we can extend p̃ with an un-
branched covering B2 ×BdF → B2 ×S1 to get a branched cov-
ering q : M(ϕ) → M(β) 5 S3. Since q has the same degree of p,
we can find a q of degree d = max(3, n), where n = #(boundary
components of F ).

We note that the branching link of q is a braid around the
binding of the standard open book of S3. In particular every
fibred link in a 3-manifold can be obtained in this way.

On the other hand, given a covering q : M → S3 branched
over a link L ⊂ S3, we can change L into a closed braid β̂ by the
Alexander’s theorem 1.3.3. Then each page of the standard open
book of S3 meets transversely that braid and the open book of
S3 lifts to an open book of M . The monodromy is the lifting of
β (which is liftable since it is well-colored).

In particular the Alexander existence theorem for open books
1.4.2 follows from Theorem 1.2.5. Moreover we can get an open
book with connected binding with the first Harer move, see next
section and also [17].

1.5 Lefschetz fibrations on B2

A topological Lefschetz fibration on B2 is a smooth map
f : V → B2 defined on a compact oriented 4-manifold V s.t. the
following hold:

i) the singular set is finite and mapped injectively to a subset
A ⊂ IntB2 (the branching set);

ii) the restriction f| : V − f−1(A) → B2 −A is an oriented fibre
bundle with fiber a connected surface F ;

iii) the monodromy of a meridian of A is a Dehn twist on F (not
necessarily positive).

So the bundle over a small regular loop around a branching
point in B2 is the mapping torus of a Dehn twist on a curve in
F said vanishing cycle.
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A Lefschetz fibration is allowable if every vanishing cycle is
non-zero in H1(F ), and it is positive if every monodromial Dehn
twist is positive.

It turns out that a Lefschetz fibration is determined, up to
orientation preserving diffeomorphisms, by the branching set A
and the monodromy homomorphism ω : π1(B

2 − A) → M(F ).
The unique condition on ω is that it must send meridians to Dehn
twists. Since π1(B

2 −A) is freely generated by meridians of A, if
we fix standard generators for a standard A, we can associate to
a finite sequence of Dehn twists (δε1

1 , . . . , δεn
n ), εi = ±1, a unique

class of Lefschetz fibrations with regular fiber F .
It can be proved that at a singular point xi ∈ V there are

suitable local complex coordinates s.t. f(z, w) = zw (a suitable
complex coordinate in the target is understood). Moreover if xi

is positive (resp. negative) these coordinates are orientation pre-
serving (resp. reversing). We also note that a singular fiber can
be obtained from F by cutting it along a curve and capping the
two new boundaries components with two discs meeting trans-
versely at their centers. Such a curve is indeed a vanishing cycle
and these oriented discs intersect positively (resp. negatively) if
the singular point is positive (resp. negative).

Then a Lefschetz fibration is a complex Morse function and
it induces a handlebody decomposition on V . Now we describe
explicitly this handlebody structure.

First note that the local model at a singular point (z, w) �→
zw is equivalent, up to a linear changing of complex coordi-
nates, to the map (z, w) = z2 + w2. The real part is then
(x1, y1, x2, y2) �→ x2

1 − y2
1 + x2

2 − y2
2, where z = x1 + iy1 and

w = x2 + iy2. It follows that a singular point of f is an index 2
singular point of the real Morse function Re f , and so it corre-
sponds to a 2-handle.

Suppose that BdF �= �O. Consider a splitting complex of
the branching set made of n disjoint arcs, and take a regular
neighborhood U of it. Over Cl(B2 − U) 5 B2 we have a trivial
fibre bundle F × B2 which is B4 ∪ 1-handles, since F 5 B2 ∪ 1-
handles.
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If we add U we get 2-handles H2
1 , . . . , H

2
n, and looking at the

real local model above we see that the core and the cocore are
respectively iR2 and R

2 ⊂ C
2. Therefore the framing, which is

the linking number of the core and belt spheres iS1 ⊂ iR2 and
S1 ⊂ R

2, is −1 if the corresponding singular point is positive,
since the orientation given by the direct sum iR2⊕R

2 is opposite
with respect to the natural orientation of C

2 (which, as we know,
is equal to the orientation of the 4-manifold).

Otherwise, if the singular point is negative the framing is
+1, because the orientation of iR⊕R coincides with that of the
4-manifold. This framing can be computed with respect to the
fiber, and the attaching curve can be identified with a vanishing
cycle.

A tipical Kirby diagram for a Lefschetz fibration on B2 with
bounded fiber is depicted in Figure 1.8. Two intersecting curves
can be taken into parallel copies of F ⊂ F × B2, in the same
order as they appear in the monodromy sequence, and this gives
a condition on the overpasses: two curves meet in the same order
at every overpass in F . Vice versa a Kirby diagram relative to
a surface F ⊂ R3, with a 1-handle for each 1-handle of F , and
2-handles attached along curves contained into parallel copies
of F in R3 with framings ±1 with respect to F , represents a
Lefschetz fibration with fiber F and monodromies given by Dehn
twists (positive or negative) around the attaching curves of the
2-handles, taken in the order given by the overpasses.

It would be interesting to develop a Kirby calculus for Lef-
schetz fibrations. For instance if we add a 1-handle to the surface
and also add a monodromy Dehn twist along a curve which goes
once across that 1-handle, we obtain a new Lefschetz fibration
which represent the same 4-manifold because in the Kirby dia-
gram we simply add a cancelling pair of 4-dimensional 1- and 2-
handles (in the boundary open book, see below, this corresponds
to the first Harer move). In particular if there is a Lefschetz fibra-
tion with bounded fiber f : V → B2 then there is also a Lefschetz
fibration whose regular fiber has connected boundary. Moreover
this operation can be realized by preserving the positiveness.
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+1

− 1

Figure 1.8.

If the fiber is a closed surface, the previous construction can
be repeated with respect to the 4-manifold F × B2. In this case
the Kirby diagram has another 2-handle D × B2 which corre-
sponds to a 2-handle of the fiber D ⊂ F . That 2-handle is at-
tached along BdD ⊂ Cl(F − D) × B2 5 B4 ∪ 1-handles with
framing 0 with respect to F .

In particular, for any Lefschetz fibration f : V → B2 with
fiber F and n branching points we have

χ(V ) = χ(F ) + n.

In Corollary 2.1.3 we will see that a Lefschetz fibration can
be represented as a covering of B2 × B2 branched over a 2-
dimensional braid. Moreover that braided surface is positive iff
the Lefschetz fibration is positive too, see also [32].

Lefschetz fibrations and open books. Let f : V → B2

be a Lefschetz fibration with bounded regular fiber F . The 3-
manifold M = BdV can be decomposed as M = f−1(S1) ∪ L ×
B2, where L = BdF 5 �S1 and L×B2 is given by the union of
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the boundaries of all the fibers (this is in fact an L-bundle over
B2 and then it is trivial).

The fibration f| : f−1(S1) → S1 can be extended up to
L×

(
B2 −{0}

)
by first projecting onto B2 −{0} and then to S1

in the obvious way. Then the link Bd f−1(0) ⊂ M is fibered and
we get an open book decomposition of M . Therefore a Lefschetz
fibration f on V with bounded fiber induces an open book on
M whose monodromy is the composition of all the monodromy
Dehn twists of f , taken in the right order (the total monodromy
of f).

On the other hand an open book decomposition of a 3-
manifold can be filled by a Lefschetz fibration with the same
fiber and monodromy any sequence of Dehn twists whose prod-
uct gives the monodromy of the open book.

Therefore there is a strong relation between: Lefschetz fibra-
tions, branched coverings of B2 × B2, 2-dimensional braids (as
branching surfaces), open books, branched coverings of S3, and
braids (both as branching sets and liftable homeomorphisms).



Chapter 2

Dehn twists and branched covers

In this chapter we will show that any homologically non-
trivial Dehn twist of a compact surface F with boundary, is the
lifting of a half-twist in the braid group Bn, with respect to a
suitable branched covering p : F → B2. As a consequence, any
allowable Lefschetz fibration on B2, with bounded fiber, is a
branched covering of B2×B2. The results of this chapter appear
as a preprint in [51].

2.1 Representation theorem

Let F be a compact, connected, oriented surface with bound-
ary, and p : F → B2 a simple branched covering of degree d with
n branching points. If d � 3, then each element h in the map-
ping class group M(F ) is the lifting of a braid k ∈ Bn [38]. So
we have a commutative diagram

F
h−−−→ F

p

⏐⏐

⏐⏐
p

B2 −−−→
k

B2

Since M(F ) is generated by Dehn twists it is natural and
interesting to get a braid k in some special form whose lift is a
given Dehn twist h.
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The aim of this chapter is to show that k can be chosen as a
half-twist in Bn, under the further assumptions that h is homo-
logically non-trivial and by allowing the covering to be changed
by stabilizations. More precisely we prove the following:

Theorem 2.1.1 (Representation Theorem). Let p :
F → B2 be a simple branched covering and γ ⊂ F be a closed
curve. The Dehn twist tγ along γ is the lifting of a half-twist in
Bn, up to stabilizations of p, iff [γ] �= 0 in H1(F ).

Actually, the proof of this theorem provides us with an ef-
fective algorithm based on suitable and well-understood moves
on the diagram of γ, namely the labelled projection of γ in B2,
allowing us to determine the stabilizations needed and the half-
twist whose lifting is tγ.

Roughly speaking the proof goes as follows. As the first step,
by stabilizing the covering, we eliminate the self-intersections of
the diagram of γ without changing its isotopy class in F . Then
we get a diagram which can be changed to one whose interior
contains exactly two branch points of p. Then the proof is com-
pleted by the simple observation that the half-twist around an
arc joining these two points and lying on the interior of the dia-
gram lifts to the prescribed Dehn twist tγ. The theorem is proved
in Section 2.3. The next two corollaries are proved immediately,
by assuming Theorem 2.1.1.

Two curves γ1 and γ2 in F are said to be equivalent if there
is a diffeomorphism g : F → F , fixing the boundary pointwise,
such that g(γ1) = γ2. If each of γ1 and γ2 does not disconnect,
then they are equivalent, see chapter 12 of [31]. Otherwise, they
are equivalent iff their complements are diffeomorphic (of course
that diffeomorphism must be the identity on the boundary). This
implies that the set of equivalence classes is finite.

Corollary 2.1.2. For any compact oriented surface F
there exists a simple branched covering p

F
: F → B2, such that

any Dehn twist along a homologically non-trivial curve is the
lifting of a half-twist with respect to p

F
.
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Proof. Let {γ1, . . . , γm} be a complete set of homologically
non-trivial representatives of the previously defined equivalence
classes.

We now construct a sequence of branched coverings, by in-
duction. Start from a simple branched covering p0 : F → B2 of
degree at least 3, and let pi, for i = 1, . . . ,m, be the branched
covering obtained from pi−1 by Theorem 2.1.1 (and its proof),
applied to tγi

. Therefore, tγi
is the lifting of a half-twist ui, with

respect to pi. Since pi is obtained from pi−1 by stabilizations, it
follows that uk, for k < i, still lifts to tγk

, with respect to pi (the
obvious embedding Bnk

↪→ Bni
is understood). Then each tγi

is
the lifting of the corresponding ui with respect to pm, and let
p

F
= pm.
Any other Dehn twist t, along a homologically non-trivial

curve, is conjugated to some tγi
, so t = g tγi

g−1, for some g ∈
M(F ). Since deg(p

F
) � 3, it follows that g is the lifting of a braid

k ∈ Bn, see [38]. Observing that the conjugated of a half-twist is
also a half-twist, it follows that t is the lifting, with respect to
p

F
, of the half-twist k ui k

−1. �
Another important consequence is the following corollary,

which is an improvement of Proposition 2 of Loi and Piergallini
[32]. They state and prove that proposition in the case where the
Lefschetz fibration has fiber with connected boundary.

Corollary 2.1.3. Let V be a 4-manifold, and f : V → B2

be a Lefschetz fibration with regular fiber F , whose boundary
is non-empty and not necessarily connected. Assume that any
vanishing cycle is homologically non-trivial in F . Then there is
a simple covering q : V → B2 × B2, branched over a braided
surface, such that f = π1 ◦ q, where π1 is the projection on the
first factor B2.

Proof. f is determined, up to isotopy, by the regular fiber
and the monodromy sequence (tε1

1 , . . . , tεn
n ), where ti is a Dehn

twist along a homologically non-trivial curve, and εi = ±1.
Let p

F
be the branched covering of Corollary 2.1.2. Then

each ti is the lifting, with respect to p
F
, of a half-twist ui.
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We are then in the same situation of the proof of Proposition
2 in [32] to which we refer to complete the proof. �

Lefschetz fibrations with bounded fibers occur for instance
when considering Lefschetz pencils on closed 4-manifolds, such
as those arising in symplectic geometry, and discovered by Don-
aldson [10]. In fact, given a Lefschetz pencil, we can remove a
4-ball around each base point (those at which the fibration is
not defined) to obtain a Lefschetz fibration on S2 whose fiber is
a surface with possibly disconnected boundary.

The chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we
present the diagrams of curves, their moves and some lemmas
needed to get the Representation Theorem 2.1.1, which is then
proved in Section 2.3. Finally, we state some remarks, and give
some open problem.

In what follows, all manifolds are assumed to be smooth,
compact, connected, oriented, and all maps proper and smooth,
if not differently stated. Also, when considering mutually inter-
secting (immersed) submanifolds, we generally assume that the
intersection is transverse.

2.2 Diagrams and moves

Let us consider a simple branched covering map p : F → B2

of degree d � 2 and a closed connected curve γ ⊂ IntF . By
choosing a splitting complex K, we can speak about the sheets
of p, labelled by the set {1, . . . , d }. These are the connected
components of p−1(B2 − K).

If not differently stated, the splitting complexes we refer to,
are disjoint unions of arcs which connect Bp with BdB2. Of
course, p can be presented by the splitting complex, to each arc
of which is attached a transposition which is the monodromy of
a loop going around to that arc. To be more precise we have to
specify a base point ∗ to compute π1(B

2 −Bp, ∗). In the chapter
we represent B2 by a rectangle, and it is understood that the base
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point is chosed in the lower horizontal edge. This makes sense,
because the choice of the base point is made in a contractible
subset of B2 − Bp, so the fundamental group is uniquely deter-
mined.

Generically, the map p| : γ → B2 is an immersion, and its
image C = p(γ) ⊂ B2 − Bp has only transverse double points
as singularities. By labelling an open arc in C, disjoint from the
splitting complex, with a number in {1, . . . , d}, we can recover
γ as the unique lifting of C starting from the sheet specified by
the label. We call the labelled immersed curve C a diagram of
γ, and it represents also the twist tγ. Note that the labelling
can be uniquely extended to each component of C − K. At sin-
gular points of C, there are two different labels assigned to the
intersecting arcs.

Remark 2.2.1. The diagram of the lifting of a half-twist
uα, is the boundary of a regular neighborhood of α in B2 −
(Bp − α).

It is not hard to show that two diagrams of the same Dehn
twist are related by the local moves T1, T2, T3 and T4 of Fig-
ure 2.1, their inverses, and isotopy in B2 − Bp (i, j and k in
that figure are pairwise distinct). In fact the moves correspond
to critical levels of the projection in B2 of a generic isotopy of
a curve in F . In T1 the isotopy goes through a singular point of
p, while in T2 it goes through a pseudo-singular point. For a 3-
dimensional analogue of the moves cf. Mulazzanti and Piergallini
[39].

To be more explicit, we will use also the moves R1 and R2 of
Figure 2.1, which represent the so called labelled isotopy. In this
way, the diagrams of isotopic curves in F are related by moves
Ti, Ri and isotopy in B2 leaving K invariant. Of course, only the
moves Ti change the topology of the diagram (rel Bp).

Classification of moves. By considering the action of the
moves on a diagram C, we get the following classification of
them. The moves T2, R1, and R2 represent isotopy of C in B2,
liftable to isotopy of γ in F . The previous ones with T3 and T4
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give regular homotopy of C in B2, liftable to isotopy. Finally, all
the moves give homotopy in B2 liftable to isotopy. Moreover, the
unlabelled versions of the moves give us respectively isotopy, reg-
ular homotopy, and homotopy in B2. In Section 2.3 we will see
how to realise a homotopy in B2 as a homotopy liftable to iso-
topy, by the addition of trivial sheets. We will use the argument
to transform a singular diagram into a regular one.

Definition 2.2.2. Two subsets J , L ⊂ B2 are said to be
separated iff there exists a properly embedded arc a ⊂ B2− (J ∪
L), such that Cl J and ClL are contained in different components
of B2 − a.
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Notations. For a diagram C, a non-singular point y ∈ C −K,
and a set D ⊂ B2:

• λ(y) is the label of y;

• Sing(C) is the set of singular points of C;

• σ(C) = # Sing(C);

• β(D) = # (Bp ∩ D).

Lemma 2.2.3. Let p : F → B2 be a simple connected
branched covering, and x, y ∈ BdF with p(x) �= p(y). There
exists a properly embedded arc a ⊂ F such that Bd a = {x, y}
and p|a is one to one.

Proof. We choose the splitting complex K in such a way
that p(x) and p(y) are the end points of an arc in S1 disjoint
from K. By our convention, K = a1 � · · · � an, where the aj’s
are arcs. If we remove a regular open neighborhoud of a suitable
subset ai1 � · · · � ain−d+1

, we obtain a new branched covering
p′ : B2 → B2, which is contained in p.

By the well known classification of simple branched cover-
ings B2 → B2 (see for instance [40]), we can assume that the
monodromies are (1 2), . . ., (d−1 d) as in Figure 2.2 (where only
the relevant part is depicted). Look at the same figure to get
the required arc, where i and j are the leaves at which x and y
stay. �

(1 2) (j − 1 j) (j j + 1) (i − 1 i)(i i + 1)

i

j
i < j i = j i > j

· · · · · · · · ·

(1 2)

i

j

· · · · · · · · ·

(1 2)

i · · ·

i

Figure 2.2.
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2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.1.1

Let us consider a diagram C ⊂ B2 of a closed simple curve
γ ⊂ F . We first deal with the ‘only if’ part, which is immediate,
then the rest of the section is dedicated to the ‘if’ part.

‘Only if’. If we start from a half-twist uα whose lifting is the
given Dehn twist tγ, we can easily get a proper arc β ⊂ B2 which
transversely meets α in a single point. Then a suitable lifting of
β gives an arc β̃ ⊂ F which intersects γ in a single point. It
follows that the homological intersection of [γ] ∈ H1(F ) with
[β̃] ∈ H1(F, BdF ) is non-trivial in H0(F ) 5 Z (orientations may
be chosed arbitrarily). So we have [γ] �= 0 in H1(F ).

Getting the half-twist. Let us prove the ‘if’ part. We will
consider three cases. In the first one, we deal with a non-singular
diagram, and we will get the half-twist with a single stabiliza-
tion. In the subsequent cases we will progressively adapt that
argument to arbitrary diagrams.

Case 1. Suppose that σ(C) = 0, which means that C is a Jor-
dan curve in B2.

In the example of Figure 2.3 we have only a particular case,
but this is useful to give a concrete illustration of our method.

Let D be the disc in B2 bounded by C. If D contains exactly
two branching points, then the component of the preimage of D
containing γ, is a tubular neighborhood of γ itself, and the half-
twist we are looking for is precisely that around an arc in D
joining the two branching points, see Remark 2.2.1. Otherwise,
if there are more branching points, so β(D) > 2, then we will
reduce them (of course β(D) cannot be less than two, because
[γ] �= 0).

So let us suppose β(D) > 2. We can also assume β(D) min-
imal up to moves T2 (look at the pseudo-singular points in the
preimage p−1(D) in order to get the paths suitable for moves
T2).

Let s be an arc with an end point a ∈ C and the other, say it
b, is in the exterior of C, such that s∩D is an arc determining a
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subdisc of D which contains exactly one branching point. Now,
by extending the label λ(a) inherited from C to all of s, we get
a label l = λ(b). The assumptions above imply that the label of
s at Int s ∩ C is different from that of C, see Figure 2.3 (a).

We can now stabilize the covering by the addition of the
branching point b with monodromy (l d + 1). With a move T2

along s the curve C goes through b as in Figure 2.3 (b), so the
new branching point goes to the interior of the diagram.

Now we isotope C along s starting from a. As we approach
to b, the label of C becomes l (1 in the example) because the
labels of C and s coincide during the isotopy (they are subject to
the same permutation of {1, . . . , d}). Then we can turn around
the branching point b to get an arc of C with label d + 1 (we
have to turn in the direction determined by the component of
D−(s∪kb) containing the branching points we have to eliminate,
where kb is the new splitting arc relative to b).

In fact we can now eliminate from D the exceding branching
points as in Figure 2.3 (c) by some subsequent applications of
move T2. We obtain a diagram containing only two branching
points in its interior, and then we get the half-twist as said above.
In the example we get the half-twist around the thick arc in
Figure 2.3 (d).

Case 2. Suppose that σ(C) � 1 and that for each point ã ∈ γ,
there is a proper embedded arc s̃ ⊂ F , such that s̃ ∩ γ = {ã}
(the intersection is understood to be transverse), and that p|s̃ is
one to one on both the subarcs s̃1 and s̃2 determined by ã (so
s̃i’s are the closures of s̃− ã). Then, said s, s1 and s2 respectively
the images of s̃, s̃1 and s̃2, we have that the si’s are embedded
arcs in B2, and that the point a = p(ã) is the only one at which
C and s intersect with the same label. Let us fix such an arc.

Consider a disc D ⊂ B2 such that a ∈ BdD ⊂ C and IntD∩
C = �O. Such a disc is an n-gone, where n = #(Sing(C) ∩ D).
Then one of the two subarcs of s, say s1, is going inside D at a (so
D ∩ s1 is a neighborhood of a in s1). The disc D may contains
branching points but, as we see later, we need a disc without
them. The next two lemmas give us a way to get outside of D
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these branching points. Now we assume that β(D) � 1, otherwise
we leave C and s unchanged.

Lemma 2.3.1. If β(D) is minimal with respect to moves T2,
then, starting from s1, we can construct an arc s′1 with the same
labelled end points of s1, such that s′1 ∩ D is an arc.

Proof. Let us start by proving the following claim: each com-
ponent of the surface S = p−1(D) cannot intersect simultaneous-
ly γ and the pseudo-singular set of p.

In fact, by the contrary, let S1 be such a connected com-
ponent. Consider an arc in S1 which projets homeomorphically
to an arc r, and which connects γ ∩ S1 with a pseudo-singular
point in S1. Then we can use r to make a move T2 along it. In
this way we reduce β(D), which is impossible by the minimality
hypothesis, and so the claim must be true.
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Now, let S0 be the connected component of S containing
the point ã = p−1(a) ∩ γ. So S0 ∩ γ �= �O, and then any other
component of S cannot contain singular points of p, because to
such a singular point would correspond a pseudo-singular point
in S0, which cannot exist by the claim.

It follows that the other components of S are discs projecting
homeomorphically by p. Then the singular set of p|S, which is not
empty, since we are assuming β(D) > 0, is contained in S0. This
implies that any component of S − S0 contains pseudo-singular
points (corresponding to singular points in S0). Therefore, by
the claim, we have γ ∩ S = γ ∩ S0.

Now, we can assume that the intersection between the lifting
of s1 and S0 is connected. Otherwise, by Lemma 2.2.3 we can
remove a subarc of s1 and replace it with a different one whose
lifting is contained in S0, to get a connected intersection.

Moreover, up to labelled isotopy we can also assume that the
lifting of s1 does not meet the trivial components of S. We need
some care in doing this, since we want as result an embedded
arc in B2. But this can be done, as depicted in Figure 2.4.

In that figure, the part of s1 coming from S0 is a well-behaved
arc with respect to D, while the part of s1 coming from S−S0 is
a set of disjoint arcs, possibly intersecting the previous one. The
homotopy, liftable to isotopy, of s1 follows firstly the arc coming
from S0 up to the point a, and then it simply sends outside D
each arc coming from S − S0.

The result of the operations above is an embedded arc s′1
whose intersection with D is connected. �

Remark 2.3.2. Note that in the previous lemma, the arcs
s1 and s̃1 are not modified up to isotopy. Moreover, the proof
depends only on the minimality of D up to moves T2, and the
argument is localized only on D, apart from the rest of C.

Let us push the end points b1 and b2 of s inside B2, and let
li = λ(bi). We need these two points later, when we use them as
new branching points in a stabilization of p. The labels li become
part of the monodromy transpositions.
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Lemma 2.3.3. Up to stabilizations of p, we can find a dia-
gram C ′, obtained from C by liftable isotopy in B2, such that the
disc D′, corresponding to D through that isotopy, has β(D′) = 1
if D is a 1-gone, or β(D′) = 0 otherwise.

Proof. We can assume that β(D) is minimal up to moves
T2. If β(D) = 0, there is nothing to prove. If β(D) � 1 consider
the arc s′1 given by Lemma 2.3.1. The disc D is divided into two
subdiscs D1 and D2 by s′1, and suppose that D1 contains branch-
ing points. Let p1 be the stabilization of p given by the addition
of a branching point at b1, the free end of s′1, with monodromy
(l1 d + 1), where as said above l1 = λ(b1), see Figure 2.5.

Now we use s′1 to isotope C, by an isotopy with support in
a small regular neighborhood U of s′1. Any arc in U ∩ C, not
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Figure 2.5.

containing a, meets s′1 with different label, so these arcs can be
isotoped beyond b1 by move T2. The small arc of C containing a
is isotoped in a different way, as in Figure 2.6 and in Figure 2.7,
where s′1 is not showed.

So, this arc starts from D2, goes up to b1, turns around it
and then goes back up to D1 (in Figure 2.5 D1 is at the right of
s′1, while D2 is at its left). Since C and s′1 have the same label at
a, they remain with the same label during the isotopy. Therefore
the arc of C we are considering, arrives at b1 with label l1, and
so it goes back with label d + 1.

Then this arc arrives in D1 with label d+1, as in Figure 2.8,
and it can wind all the branching points by moves T2, since all
of these have monodromies (i j) with i, j � d. The result is that
the branching points in D1 go outside. Note that b1 is now inside
D.

Moreover, if there is a singular point of C in the boundary of
D1, then we can get b1 outside D1 by a move T2 as in Figure 2.9.
This move is applied to a small arc found after the first singular
point of C we get following the diagram from the point a along
BdD. That arc, isotoped up to b1, takes a label different from l1
and d + 1 and so the move T2 does apply.

Now we have to remove the branching points in D2 (in the
isotoped disc, of course). If β(D2) > 0 (after the T2-reduction)
we need another stabilization. So, consider an arc s′′1 obtained
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from s′1, as in Figure 2.10. Then we add a new branching point
b3, at the free end of s′′1, with monodromy (l1 d + 2).

We can now repeat the same argument above, to send outside
the branching points of D2, by using s′′1 instead of s′1. After that,
b3 turns out to be inside D2, and, as above, it can be sended
outside if there are singular points of C in BdD2. Of course, at
least one of the Di’s contains singular points of the diagram, so
at the end we get a disc with at most one branching point inside.
If D is a 1-gone we end the proof, since in this case β(D) > 0.

Otherwise, if D is not a 1-gone, then we possibly need anoth-
er stabilization, as in Figure 2.11. Here we consider a triangle,
which is sufficient for our purposes, but the argument does work
even for n-gones, with n � 3. If n = 2 then we can arrange
without stabilization by a move T2 as in Figure 2.12. So, in any
case we obtain a new diagram C ′ and a disc D′ which satisfy the
required properties. �

Note that in the proof we do not use the point b2. But in
principle this point can be used to stabilise the covering, if the
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arc needed to make the construction is s2. In the following we
apply Lemma 2.3.3 to each region containing branching points,
and we will possibly use each of the si’s.

Remark 2.3.4. Note that Lemma 2.3.3 holds also if C is
the diagram of a non-singular arc in F . This observation will be
useful when considering the general case below.

Now, we will proceed in the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. The idea
is to reduce to Case 1, so we have to eliminate the double points
of C.

Every generic immersion S1 � B2 is clearly homotopic to an
embedding. Such homotopy can be realized as the composition of
a finite sequence of the moves H±1

1 , H±1
3 , and H4 of Figure 2.14,

and ambient isotopy in B2 (note that H−1
4 coincides with H4).

These moves are the unlabelled versions of T1, T3, and T4 of
Figure 2.1.

So, to conclude the proof in this case, it is sufficient to show
that, up to stabilizations of p, each move H±1

i can be realized
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in a liftable way. Actually, as we will see, the move H−1
1 is not

really needed, then we do not give a liftable realization of that.
It follows that a suitable generic homotopy from a singular

diagram to a regular one, can be realized as a homotopy liftable
to isotopy. Of course, also the ambient isotopy in B2 must be
liftable, but this turns out to be implicit in the argument we are
going to give.

In the preimage of Sing(C), take an innermost pair of cor-
responding points, to get a disc D ⊂ B2 as the gray one in
Figure 2.13, which is a 1-gone whose interior possibly intersects
C, but does not contain other 1-gones.

Now, up to regular homotopy in B2, we can make D smaller,
in order to get a clean 1-gone, meaning that it does not meet
other arcs of C. Of course, this can be done by the moves H±1

3

and H4 of Figure 2.14, and ambient isotopy.
The application of the moves H−1

3 and H4 is obstructed by
the branching points. By the Lemma 2.3.3, we get an isotopic
diagram, with a region free of branching points. So we can realize
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H−1
3 and H4 as the corresponding liftable versions T −1

3 and T4,
by this lemma applied to the corresponding 2 or 3-gone. Note
that, after the application of Lemma 2.3.3, the labels involved in
the 2 or 3-gone are, up to labelled isotopy, the right ones needed
by Ti moves, because the new diagram represents a curve isotopic
to γ in F .

For move H3, we have troubles if the two arcs involved have
the same label. In this case, we first apply an argument similar
to that in the proof of Lemma 2.3.3, in order to get an arc with
label d + 1 in the relevant region, and then the prescribed move
H3 becomes equivalent to a T3 and labelled isotopy.

After the cleaning operation of the 1-gone D, its interior
turns out to be disjoint from C, and then it can be eliminated
by the H1 move. After another application of Lemma 2.3.3, we
get a 1-gone with a single branching point inside. Then the move
H1 can be realized as a move T −1

1 , obtaining a diagram with
fewer 1-gones. In this way we can proceed by induction on the
number of 1-gones, in order to eliminate the self-intersections of
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the diagram, without using the move H−1
1 at all. This concludes

the proof in this case.

General case. We finally show how to treat the case when
the subarcs s1 and s2 are not embedded.

Since γ is homologically non-trivial in F , there exists a prop-
erly embedded arc s̃ ⊂ F , which meets γ in a given single point.
Let us put s = p(s̃), and let s1 and s2 be the subarcs as above.
If the si’s are singular, then we change them to embedded arcs
by an argument similar to that of Case 2.

The idea is to treat s as a singular diagram and to remove
the singular points by the reduction process we applied to C in
Case 2. So we need the analogous of the arc s used above. As we
see in Figure 2.15 that analogous is a subarc of s itself, shifted
slightly and labelled in the same way.

In that figure we consider only the part of the arc relevant
for the stabilization process (the part we have said s1 above). So,
we start from the first 1-gone of s1 (or s2) that can be reached
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from an end point, and repeat the same argument we apply to
C in Case 2. In this way we get an immersed arc s, with s1 and
s2 embedded.

So, for a given move Hi of C, as in Case 2, we can choose a
nice arc s, after some stabilizations of p, to represent that move
as a move Ti, then in a liftable way. This does suffice to complete
the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. �
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2.4 Final remarks and open questions

In the general case above, we cannot modify s by simply
sliding its singular points outside B2, and then cutting it and
removing the useless components, because in this way we possi-
bly get other intersections with C (with the same labels). But
of course, in some special case this argument can work, and so
with it we avoid some stabilizations.

Note that the number of stabilizations in the proof of The-
orem 2.1.1, is at most three times the number of components of
B2−C. Of course, the algorithm can be optimized to reduce the
number of stabilizations.

Remark 2.4.1. The stabilizations in the statement of The-
orem 2.1.1 are needed in most cases. Without them any Dehn
twist is still the lifting of a braid, but in general not of a half-
twist, as the next example shows.

In fact, consider the covering p : F → B2 of Figure 2.16,
where F is a torus with two boundary components, one of these
turning twice and the other once over S1, and γ is a curve parallel
to the boundary component of degree two. Since deg(p) = 3, tγ
is the lifting of a braid [38].
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If there is a half-twist representing tγ with respect to p, then
γ is isotopic to a curve γ′ whose diagram C ′ is as in Remark 2.2.1,
so as that depicted in the example of Figure 2.17. Then C ′ =
p(γ′) bounds a disc D containing two branching points.

Let H = Cl(B2 − D), and consider the branched covering
p| : p−1(H) → H. Observe that p−1(D) = A � D′, where A
is an annulus parallel to BdF and D′ is a trivial disc. Then
Cl(F − A) = F ′ � A′, with F ′ 5 F and A′ 5 A.

The disc D′ is contained either in F ′ or in A′. But D′ ⊂ F ′ is
excluded, because this would imply that the covering p| : A′ → H
has degree two over a boundary component of H, and one over
the other, which is impossible. So we have D′ ⊂ A′, which implies
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C

(1 2)

22

(2 3)(1 2)(1 2)(1 2)

Figure 2.16.

that p−1(H) 5 F ′ � S0,3, where S0,3 is a genus 0 surface with
three boundary components. It follows that p| has degree two on
S0,3, and one on F ′. Then p| : F ′ → H is a homeomorphism,
which is impossible. The contradiction shows that γ cannot be
represented as a half-twist.

(1 2)

2

(2 3)(1 2)(1 2)(1 2)

D

Figure 2.17.

Remark 2.4.2. If BdF is connected, in Corollary 2.1.2 we
can assume deg(p) = 3. In fact in this case m = 1, and the result
is well known.

Remark 2.4.3. The branched covering q of Corollary 2.1.3
is deduced from the unique covering of Corollary 2.1.2. If we need
an optimization on the degree, or even an effective construction,
we can get q : V → B2 × B2 starting from the vanishing cycles
of f , and inductively appling the Representation Theorem 2.1.1
to them, avoiding to represent every class of curves as in Corol-
lary 2.1.2 and to get the conjugating braid.

For a homologically trivial curve γ ⊂ F it could exist a
branched covering p : F → B2 s.t. p(γ) is a non-singular
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curve covered twice by γ and once by the other components
of p−1(p(γ)).

We conclude with some open questions.

Question 2.4.4. Given homologically non-trivial curves
γ1, . . . , γn ⊂ F , find a branched covering p : F → B2 of min-
imal degree, respect to which tγi

is the lifting of a half-twist
∀ i. In particular, determine p

F
of minimal degree to optimize

Corollary 2.1.2.

Question 2.4.5. Given a branched covering p : F → B2,
and a homologically non-trivial curve γ ⊂ F , understand if tγ is
the lifting of a half-twist with respect to p.

In [8] Bobtcheva and Piergallini obtain a complete set of
moves relating any two simple branched coverings of B4 repre-
senting 2-equivalent 4-dimensional 2-handlebodies (see also the
Preface). In the light of Corollary 2.1.3, the Bobtcheva and Pier-
gallini theorems can be useful in order to answer to the following
question.

Question 2.4.6. Find a complete set of moves relating any
two Lefschetz fibrations f1, f2 : V → B2.





Chapter 3

Universal surface

In this chapter we construct an orientable ribbon surface in
B4 s.t. any 2-handlebody of dimension four is a covering of B4

branched over that surface (which is said universal). The tech-
nique is a symmetrization process which starts from a suitable
simple branched covering of B4. The content of the chapter is a
joint work with Riccardo Piergallini and has been published in
[44].

3.1 Introduction

In the early seventies H.M. Hilden, U. Hirsch and J.M.
Montesinos independently proved that any closed orientable 3-
manifold can be represented as a 3-fold simple covering of S3

branched over a knot (cf. [28], [23] and [33]).
Ten years later, W. Thurston constructed the first universal

link. He called a link L ⊂ S3 universal iff for any closed ori-
entable 3-manifold there exists an n-fold (in general non-simple)
covering M → S3 branched over L. Subsequently, other uni-
versal links and knots were constructed by H.M. Hilden, M.T.
Lozano, J.M. Montesinos and W.C. Whitten. The basic idea of
these constructions is the following: symmetrize the branching
links given by the Hilden-Hirsch-Montesinos representation the-
orem, making them sublinks of the preimage of a fixed link with
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respect to a fixed branched covering S3 → S3 (cf. [48], [25], [24],
[26], [22] and [36]).

More recently, M. Iori and R. Piergallini obtained a represen-
tation theorem of closed orientable smooth 4-manifolds as 5-fold
simple covering of S4 branched over a smooth surface (cf. [43]
and [29]). Then, it makes sense to look for a universal surface
in S4, satisfying a universal property analogous to that one of a
universal link in the 3-dimensional case. But unfortunately, the
symmetrization technique used for branching links in S3 seems
hardly to be directly adaptable to branching surfaces in S4.

In this chapter, we show how certain ribbon branching sur-
faces in B4 can be symmetrized, in order to get a universal
orientable ribbon surface, for representing any compact bound-
ed orientable 4-manifold M 5 B4 ∪ 1-handles ∪ 2-handles as
a branched cover of B4. Such 4-manifolds turn out to be rel-
evant for the presentation of all the closed orientable smooth
4-manifolds, making no difference how 3- and 4-handles are at-
tached to them (cf. [30]). Hence, our result could be also useful
in constructing a universal surface in S4. Namely, we prove the
following theorem.

Theorem 3.1.1. There exists an orientable ribbon surface
F ⊂ B4, such that any compact orientable 4-dimensional 2-
handlebody is a cover of B4 branched over F .

The chapter is entirely devoted to prove the theorem above.
In particular, the symmetrization procedure is described in Sec-
tion 3.4 and the universal surface F is depicted in Figure 3.26.
Sections 3.3 and 3.2 are respectively aimed to show that any
4-manifold M as in the statement is a simple covering of B4

branched over a suitable ribbon surface and to introduce the
covering moves needed for symmetrizing such a ribbon branch-
ing surface.
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3.2 Some covering moves

By a covering move, we mean any modification on a labelled
surface determining a branched covering p : M → B4, that p-
reserves the covering manifold M up to diffeomorphism. All the
covering moves considered in this chapter are local, that is the
modification takes place inside a cell and can be performed what-
ever is the rest of labelled branching surface outside. In the fig-
ures describing these moves, we will draw only the part of the
labelled branching surface inside the relevant cell, assuming ev-
erything else to be fixed.

Of course, the notion of covering move makes sense for cov-
erings between PL manifolds of any dimension m branched over
arbitrary (m−2)-dimensional subcomplexes of the range. Before
of defining our moves, we roughly state two very general equiv-
alence principles in this broader context and discuss some ap-
plications to our specific situation. Several special cases of these
principles already appeared in the literature and we can think of
them as belonging to the “folklore” of branched coverings.

Disjoint monodromies crossing. Subcomplexes of the
branching set of a covering that are labelled with disjoint permu-
tations can be isotoped independently from each other without
changing the covering manifold.

The reason why this principle holds is quite simple. Namely,
being the labelling of the considered subcomplexes disjoint, the
sheets non-trivially involved by them do not interact, at least
locally over the region where the isotopy take place. Hence, rela-
tive position of such subcomplexes is not relevant in determining
the covering manifold.

In particular, this principle allows crossing changes in dia-
grams when the involved monodromies are disjoint. For example,
this is the case of one of the well-known Montesinos moves (cf.
[37], [43], [2] or [8]) for simple coverings of S3 branched over a
link. Such crossing change has already been used in the construc-
tion of universal links (cf. [24] and [22]). In the same spirit, we
specialize the above principle in our 4-dimensional context, by
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Figure 3.1.

considering the crossing change move described in Figure 3.1,
where σ, τ ∈ Σd are arbitrary disjoint permutations.

It is worth observing that, abandoning transversality, the
disjoint monodromies crossing principle also gives the special
case of the next one when the σi’s are disjoint and L is empty.

Coherent monodromies merging. Let p : M → N be
any branched covering with branching set Bp and let π : E → K
be a connected disk bundle embedded in N , in such a way that:
1) there exists a (possibly empty) subcomplex L ⊂ K for which
Bp ∩ π−1(L) = L and the restriction of π to Bp ∩ π−1(K − L) is
an unbranched covering of K−L; 2) the monodromies σ1, . . . , σn

relative to a fundamental system ω1, . . . , ωn for the restriction of
p over a given disk D = π−1(x), with x ∈ K − L, are coherent
in the sense that p−1(D) is a disjoint union of disks. Then, by
contracting the bundle E fiberwise to K, we get a new branched
covering p′ : M → N , whose branching set Bp′ is equivalent to
Bp, except for the replacement of Bp ∩ π−1(K − L) by K − L,
with the labelling uniquely defined by letting the monodromy of
the meridian ω = ω1 . . . ωn be σ = σ1 . . . σn.

We remark that, by connection and property 1), the coher-
ence condition required in 2) actually holds for any x ∈ K. Then,
we can prove that p and p′ have the same covering manifold, by a
straightforward fiberwise application of the Alexander’s trick to
the components of the bundle π ◦ p : p−1(E) → K. A coherence
criterion can be immediately derived from Section 1 of [40].

We will mainly apply the merging principle to “paral-
lel” components of the branching surface with coherent mon-
odromies, in order to control the number of such components
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(cf. the below discussion of stabilization and Figures 3.5, 3.7,
3.8, 3.10).

However, this principle originated from a classical perturba-
tion argument in algebraic geometry and appeared in the liter-
ature as a way to deform non-simple coverings between surfaces
into simple ones, by going in the opposite direction from p′ to
p (cf. [4]). In dimension 3, it can be used in this direction, not
only for achieving simplicity (cf. [8] or [18]), but also for remov-
ing singularities from the branching set (cf. [8]). Moreover, it has
been used in the construction of universal links, for controlling
the branching indices (cf. [22]).

Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of application of the merging
principle to coverings of B4 branched over ribbon surfaces. Here,
the absolute version (with L = 
O) of the principle is applied in
turn to both the components of the branching surface on the left
side (letting K be a component and π : E → K be its normal
bundle). There is no obstruction to generalize this example, to
show that any covering of B4 branched over a ribbon surface can
be deformed into a simple one. For applications of the relative
version of the principle (in both directions) see Figures 3.5 and
3.8.

Now, we pass to define our moves on labelled ribbon surfaces
representing branched coverings of B4. Concerning the assump-
tions on the monodromies, the definitions are given on a level
of generality which is not the highest possible, but is still higher
than needed for our present purposes. We made this choice be-
cause such moves are interesting in their own right. In the next
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section we will use only stabilization and Moves 3 and 4. Moves 1
and 2 are used here to get the other ones. Let us start with some
considerations about the well-known notion of stabilization.

Stabilization. The basic version consists in the addition of an
extra trivial sheet, the (d+1)-th one, to a given d-fold branched
covering. In terms of branching surface, this means to add a
separate trivial disk with label (i d+1), where 1 � i � d. Now,
we can iterate this process l times, by adding l trivial disks with
labels (i1 d+1), . . . , (il d+l), where 1 � ij � d+ j−1. Of course,
we can assume the disks to be parallel and it is easy to realize
that their monodromies are coherent, whatever ij’s we choose.
Hence, we can merge all the disks into one. In particular, if all
the ij’s are distinct, the label of this disk is given by the product
of l disjoint transposition (i1 d+1) . . . (il d+l). We will refer to
the addition of such a labelled disk as the multi-stabilization
involving the sheets i1, . . . , il.

Move 1. This move is described in Figure 3.3, where j1, . . . , jl

and k1, . . . , kl are assumed to be all distinct (cf. [22] and [29]
for the case of l = 1). It can be obtained by a straightforward
application of the main technique of [29], that is by extending
the covering in the left side of the figure to certain cancelling
1- and 2- handles added to M and B4, in such a way that the
branching surface becomes as in the right side.

Figure 3.3.

Namely, we add to B4 a 1-handle H1, connecting two small
3-balls around the tips of the tongues in the left side of the figure,
and then a 2-handle H2 complementary to H1, whose attaching
loop λ meets B4 along a horizontal line avoiding the tongues.
The covering instructions can be extended to these handles, by
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assigning to λ the monodromy (j1 k1) . . . (jl kl) and by com-
pleting the branching surface with the cocore disk of H2 labelled
with the same monodromy of λ. After cancelling H1 and H2, the
new branching surface and monodromy look like in the right side
of Figure 3.3. We leave to the reader to check that, in the new
covering manifold, there are d−l 1-handles over H1 and the same
number of 2-handle over H2 and that they cancel (non-trivially)
to give back M again.

We remark that Move 1 could also be derived from the special
case when l = 1, with an inductive argument analogous to the
one used below for Move 3.

Move 2. Our second move is given by Figure 3.4. Here, the σ
in the left side is any permutation in Σd, while the σ in the right
side is the same permutation thought in Σd′ , for a certain d′ > d,
and ρ ∈ Σd′ is a product of disjoint transpositions which depends
on σ. Differently from the previous one, this move changes the
degree of the covering. In fact, we can transform the left side
of Figure 3.4 into the right one, by performing a suitable multi-
stabilization followed by a generalized version of our first move.
Let σ = γ1 . . . γh a decomposition of the given permutation σ
into disjoint cycles. For the sake of exposition, we proceed by
induction on h.

If h = 1 we can write σ = (i j1 . . . jl). In this case, we per-
form on the covering represented by the diagram on the left side
of Figure 3.4 a multi-stabilization involving the sheets j1, . . . , jl.
As a result, one trivial disk with label ρ = (j1 d+1) . . . (jl d+l)
appears in the diagram. We stretch one of the two tongues to
pass through such disk, so that its monodromy beyond it be-
comes σρ = ρ−1σρ = (i d+1 . . . d+l). At this point, Move 1
immediately gives the diagram on the right side of the figure.

Figure 3.4.
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The case of h > 1 can be reduced to the inductive hypothesis
by means of crossing changes and merging principle, as shown
in Figure 3.5. Here, σ′ = γ1 . . . γh−1, σ′′ = γh, ρ′ (resp. ρ′′) is the
product of disjoint transpositions resulting from applications of
Move 1 to the tongues labelled with σ′ (resp. σ′′), and ρ = ρ′ρ′′.
Starting from (a), we apply in sequence: merging principle to get
(b); inductive hypothesis to get (c); crossing changes to get (d);
merging principle again to get (e).

Figure 3.5.

Move 3. Our third move is the one of Figure 3.6, where the
permutations σ and ρ, as well as covering degrees, are the same of
Figure 3.4. We can limit ourselves to consider the case when σ is
a cycle, since the general case can be derived by induction on the
length of a cyclic decomposition of σ, with the same argument
used for Move 2 (think of Figure 3.8 below, as if it were labelled
analogously to Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.6.
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So, we assume σ = (i j1 . . . jl) and proceed by induction on
l. Figure 3.7 shows how to deal with the case of l = 1, when
σ = (i j1) and ρ = (j1 d+1). We observe that diagrams (c)
and (d) represent isotopic surfaces, and same holds for diagrams
(e), (f ) and (g). Moreover: (b) is a stabilization of (a); (c) and
(i) are obtained from the previous diagrams by Move 2 and its
inverse; (e) and (h) by crossing changes. The inductive step is
described in Figure 3.8. Here, the sequence of operations needed
to get the various diagrams is the same of Figure 3.5.

Move 4. Differently from the previous ones, this move is defined
only for simple monodromies, but it does not preserve simplic-
ity. It is depicted in Figure 3.9, where τ1, τ2 ∈ Σd are arbitrary
distinct transpositions and τ3 = τ τ2

1 = τ−1
2 τ1τ2, while each ρj is a

product of two disjoint transpositions which depend on the τi’s.

Figure 3.7.
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The following Figure 3.10 tells us why this is a true covering
move if τ1 and τ2 are not disjoint. Here, (b) and (c) are obtained
by Move 3 (followed by isotopy in the former step), (d) by cross-
ing change, and (e) by merging principle. We leave to the reader
to adapt the monodromies of Figure 3.10 to the easier case of τ1

and τ2 disjoint.

3.3 Special covering presentations

Given a compact bounded orientable 4-manifold M as in the
statement of our theorem, that is M 5 B4∪1-handles∪2-handles,
we want to present it as a simple covering of B4 branched over
a suitable orientable ribbon surface.

By Montesinos [34], we know that M is a 3-fold simple cover
of B4 branched over a possibly non-orientable ribbon surface F ⊂
B4. A variation of the Montesinos’s argument actually shows
that F can be chosen orientable. Alternatively, we can think of
M as a topological Lefschetz fibration over B2 and represent it

Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.9.

as 3-fold simple cover of B4 branched over a braided surface (cf.

Remark 3 of [32]).

However, we will construct a special covering presentation

of M by a technique similar to one used in [32]. This choice,

renouncing to control the degree of the covering, which is not

relevant in this context, will eventually allows us to get a sim-

pler universal surface. Nevertheless, it is worth observing that

the symmetrization process described in the next section could

Figure 3.10.
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be arranged to work starting from a generic ribbon branched
surface.

Let the generic Kirby diagram of Figure 3.11 represent M .
Here, as well as in Figure 3.12, the framings are assumed to
coincide with the blackboard ones outside the box.

Figure 3.11.

By the classical Alexander’s argument, we can modify this
diagram in order to make the framed tangle inside the box into a
framed braid. Moreover, by inserting a certain number of kinks
and enlarging them to form new braid strings, we can assume
that all the framings coincide with the blackboard ones. Figure
3.12 shows the resulting diagram cut open in the upper part,
after the 1-handles have been isotoped to the lower part.

The rest of this section is devoted to show how the handle
presentation of Figure 3.12 can be converted into a simple cov-
ering M → B4 branched over an orientable ribbon surface. We
need first to specify some more details of such handle presenta-
tion. Let m and n be respectively the number of 1-handles and
2-handles. We denote by K1

1 , . . . ,K
1
m the vertical trivial loops

representing the 1-handles in the diagram, indexed from left to
right, and by K2

1 , . . . ,K
2
n the braid components forming the at-

taching loops of the 2-handles, indexed according to their lower-
most occurrence on the left, from bottom to top. We assume the
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Figure 3.12.

K2
i ’s counter-clockwise oriented. For any i = 1, . . . , n, we call si

the number of strings of K2
i and we put ti = s1 + . . . + si. As

a notational convenience, we also put t0 = 0. Moreover, H i
j will

indicate the i-handle corresponding to Ki
j.

To begin with, we consider the simple branched covering
of B4 with tn + m + 1 sheets numbered from 0 to tn + m,
whose branching surface consists of the trivial family of dis-
joint disks D1, . . . , Dtn+2m ⊂ B4 and whose monodromy is
given as follows: the disks Dti−1+1, Dti−1+2, . . . , Dti , that will
be used for the 2-handle H2

i , have respective monodromies
(0 ti−1+1), (ti−1+1 ti−1+2), . . . , (ti−1 ti); the disks Dtn+2j−1 and
Dtn+2j, corresponding to the 1-handle H1

j , have the same mon-
odromy (0 tn+j).

A diagram of these branching disks with their monodromies
is shown in Figure 3.13. Here, the vertical lines stand for flat
vertical disks, transversal to the closed braid of Figure 3.12 in
the upper part, where we cut open it, so that each string meets
all them once, from right to left in the order. There is no such
vertical disk for the 2-handles H2

i such that K2
i consists of only

one string, that this si = 1 and ti−1 + 1 = ti. Moreover, the
disks representing Dtn+2j−1 and Dtn+2j in the diagram are ε-
displacements of the flat disk spanned by K1

j in Figure 3.12,
hence the K2

i ’s cross these three disks in the same way, for each
j = 1, . . . ,m. On the other hand, Dti−1+1 is a 2-disk expansion
of a small horizontal arc Ci ⊂ K2

i placed at the beginning (on
the left in Figure 3.12) of the lowermost string of K2

i , for each
i = 1, . . . , n.
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Figure 3.13.

The covering manifold M1 can be thought as B4∪H1
1 ∪ . . .∪

H1
m. In fact, the disks Dtn+2j−1 and Dtn+2j give raise to the 1-

handle H1
j formed by the sheet tn + j, for each j = 1, . . . ,m.

All the other branching disks induce stabilization by addition of
trivial sheets. An outline of M1 (seen from the top) is drawn in
Figure 3.14. We identify M1 with B4 ∪ H1

1 ∪ . . . ∪ H1
m in such

a way that the blackboard framings relative to the Figures 3.12
and 3.14 coincide.

Now, we modify the above branched covering M1 → B4 to
get the wanted simple branched covering M 5 M1 ∪ H2

1 ∪ . . . ∪
H2

n → B4.
Following Montesinos [27] (see also [29]), we realize the addi-

tion of the 2-handles to M1, by attaching an appropriate band Bi

to the branching disk Dti−1+1, for each i = 1, . . . ,m. Namely, we
define Bi as a ribbon band representing the blackboard framing
along the arc Ai = Cl(K2

i − Ci) in Figure 3.12.
This choice for the Bi’s works, since the following three prop-

erties are satisfied (cf. [27] or [29]): 1) Ai meets the branching
disks only at its endpoints, that belong to BdDti−1+1; 2) the
counterimage of Ai, with respect to the covering, is the disjoint
union of tn+m−1 arcs and a simple loop Li = A′

i∪A′′
i ⊂ BdM1,

where A′
i and A′′

i are the liftings of Ai respectively starting in
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Figure 3.14.

the sheets 0 and ti−1 +1; 3) the link L1 ∪ . . .∪Ln with the fram-
ings given by lifting the Bi’s is equivalent (in BdM1) to the link
K2

1 ∪ . . . ∪ K2
n with the blackboard framings of Figure 3.12.

Actually, property 1 holds by construction, while property
2 can be easily verified by inspection, after observing that the
product of the monodromies associated to the vertical lines of
Figure 3.13 taken from right to left is the permutation

π = (1 2 . . . t1)(t1+1 t1+2 . . . t2) . . . (tn−1+1 tn−1+2 . . . tn).

So, we are left with proving property 3. For the moment, we
focus on a single braid component K2

i disregarding the 1-handles.
Figures 3.15 and 3.16 describe respectively the arc Ai and the
loop Li for a braid component K2

i with four strings, omitting the
non-relevant branching disks and sheets.

By considering again the permutation π, we immediately see
that A′

i is a copy of Ai entirely contained in the sheet 0 of the
covering, while A′′

i is a trivial arc in the sheets ti−1 + 1, . . . , ti,
consisting of one string in each sheet (cf. Figure 3.16). Hence, Li

is isotopic to K2
i .
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Figure 3.15.

Concerning the framing, we have that the blackboard fram-
ing along Ai in Figure 3.13 lifts to the blackboard framing along
Li in Figure 3.14 (cf. Figures 3.15 and 3.16), which in turn is
equivalent to the blackboard framing of K2

i in Figure 3.12. The
last equivalence is due to the fact that the isotopy between Li

and K2
i can be assumed to be regular with respect to the pro-

jection of figure 3.14.
At this point, we observe that all the K2

i ’s can be considered
simultaneously, since the Li’s interacts only in the sheet 0. Hence
L1∪ . . .∪Ln and K2

1 ∪ . . .∪K2
n are isotopic as blackboard framed

links.
Finally, let us take into account the 1-handles. Figure 3.17

shows how the crossings of the Ai’s with the projections of
IntDtn+2j−1 and IntDtn+2j lifts to passages of the A′

i’s through
the 1-handle H1

j . In particular, we have that no extra twist is
added neither in the link nor in the framings. Then, the pres-
ence of the 1-handles does not affect our reasoning in any way,
except for the fact that the arcs A′

i are no longer contained only
in the sheet 0, but they traverse also the sheets tn +1, . . . , tn +m
forming the 1-handles.

A diagram of the resulting branching surface (cut open as
above) is outlined in Figure 3.18. Here, the framed braid is the
same of Figure 3.12, while the vertical disks are the ones of Figure
3.13, apart from different order, due to the sliding of the Dk’s
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with k � tn from the upper part of the diagram (cf. Figure 3.15)
to the lower one.

3.4 Getting the universal surface

We begin this section, by explaining how the covering moves
given in Section 3.2 can be used to symmetrize the branching
surface of Figure 3.18.

Firstly, we modify any positive (resp. negative) crossing a-
long the braid inside the box as described in the top (resp. bot-
tom) part of Figure 3.19. In both cases, we perform eight Moves

Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.17.

3 (cf. Figure 3.6) and then we isotope some of the resulting verti-

cal disks. Then, we make all such crossings into ribbon intersec-

tions, by stabilization (followed by suitable isotopy) and crossing

change, as shown in Figure 3.20 (of course, the covering degree d

must be dynamically updated after each stabilization). We leave

to the reader to check that the monodromies of the two bands

forming each crossing are really distinct but not disjoint, like in

Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.20.

Secondly, we apply our Move 4 (cf. Figure 3.9) to the ribbon
intersections we have just obtained, apart from the ones formed
by the stabilizing disks. Moreover, we do the same on all the
ribbon intersections which appear in Figure 3.18 outside the box.
Also in this case, we leave to the reader to verify that the involved
monodromies are distinct.

At this point, our diagram consists of: small annuli centered
at some vertices of a rectangular grid; a certain number of hori-
zontal and vertical bands running along some edges of the same
grid; small stabilizing disks as in Figure 3.20 around some of the
annuli. We emphasize that the bands do not form any ribbon
intersection or crossing with each other.

Such a diagram can be easily completed to get the one de-
picted in Figure 3.21, where top and bottom ends are assumed
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to be trivially joined by bands passing in front of the ones al-
ready connecting left and right ends, and the pattern decorating
the box has to be replicated at each potential crossing between
the entering horizontal and vertical bands. Namely, it suffices to
break the bands which take more that one grid edge, by using
Move 3, and then to insert fake branching components (labelled
with the identity) in the lacking places. Of course, top and bot-
tom grid lines have to be considered as if they were adjacent.

Figure 3.21.

Now, thinking of B4 as B2×B2 ⊂ C
2, we place the diagram of

Figure 3.21 in the torus S1×S1, in such a way that the rotations
r1 : (z1, z2) �→ (e2πi/n1z1, z2) and r2 : (z1, z2) �→ (z1, e

2πi/n2z2)
permute respectively the rows and the columns of the n1 × n2

pattern matrix inside the box (cf. [48] and [22]).

Figure 3.22.
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Then, we compose the branched covering represented by the
diagram with the quotient by the action of r2, to get a new
branched covering M → B4, whose branching surface is given
in Figure 3.22. Here, the rightmost disk is the branching surface
of the quotient, while the box contains a n1 × 1 pattern matrix,
which is the quotient of the one of Figure 3.21.

Breaking the rightmost disk into n1 disks, by Move 3 once
again, and adding another fake branching annulus between top
and bottom, we get the diagram of Figure 3.23, which can be
still assumed r1-invariant.

Figure 3.23.

Finally, we quotient by the action of r1, in order to get the
diagram of Figure 3.24, where the branching disk of this last
quotient is the horizontal one. It is worth remarking that, by
quotienting directly the diagram of Figure 3.22, one would get a
singular point in the surface, due to the transversal intersection
between the branching disks of the two quotients. This is the
motivation for passing through the diagram of Figure 3.23.

Clearly, Figure 3.24 already represents a universal orientable
ribbon surface. However, we conclude this section by simplifying
a little bit such universal surface. The intermediate steps of this
simplification are described in the following Figure 3.25.

We start with the surface in (a), which is isotopically e-
quivalent to the one of Figure 3.24. Then, we add the two fake
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Figure 3.24.

branching components labelled with the identity in (b), in order
to make the surface symmetric with respect the center of the
diagram (the disk marked with the asterisk can be thought as
the fixed point set of the symmetry). In (c) we see the branching
surface of the composition of our branched covering with that
symmetry. Of course, this surface is still universal, but it has
two components less than before. The surfaces in (d), (e) and
(f ) are all obtained by isotopy.

The simplified universal surface is depicted in Figure 3.26.
To get it, we isotoped once again the last surface of Figure 3.25
just for pictorial reasons.

3.5 Concluding remarks and questions

First of all, we observe that the universal surface of Figure
3.26 consists of one annulus and four disks, all trivially embedded
in B4. Moreover, disregarding the annulus, the four disks can be
separated and isotoped in a symmetric position, so that they
are cyclically permuted by a rotation of π/2 radians. Then, the
quotient by the action of the rotation gives us a new universal
ribbon surface with only three components, one annulus and two
trivial disks. Unfortunately, the isotopy and the quotient force
the annulus to wrap around the disks in a very unpleasant way
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Figure 3.25.

and this makes resulting surface likely useless. Nevertheless, we
know that the number of components can be reduced to three.
However, the following question makes sense.

Question 3.5.1. Is there a ‘reasonable’ universal (possibly
non-orientable) surface in B4 with less that five components?

Even more, there is no reason to believe that three is the
minimum number of components of a universal surface in B4.
In fact, it can be easily proved, by using signature, that there
is no connected universal surface in S4 (cf. [49] and [29]), but
the same argument does not work in B4. So, here is our second
question.
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Figure 3.26.

Question 3.5.2. Does there exist any connected universal
surface in B4?

On the other hand, at the cost of some more components, one
could modify the construction carried out in Section 3.4, in order
to get a different universal surface, such that branched covering
with all the branching indices equal to 2 would suffice for our
representation theorem. The only branching indices bigger than
2 coming into that construction are indeed due to the rotations
r1 and r2. Namely, the branching indices over the two disks fixed
by such rotations (cf. Figures 3.22 and 3.24) are respectively
n1 and n2. By the merging principle, each of these disks can be
replaced by a pair of parallel disks labelled with suitable products
of disjoint transpositions (the same argument used in [22] for the
3-dimensional case applies here). In this way, all the branching
indices are reduced to 2.

Figure 3.27 (b) shows a braided version of our universal sur-
face. It has been obtained by applying the Rudolph’s braiding
algorithm (cf. [46]) to the surface in the part (a) of the same
figure, which is isotopic to the one of Figure 3.26.

Such way of seeing a universal surface is quite interesting,
due to that fact that any covering M → B4 branched over a
braided surface naturally induces a topological Lefschetz fibra-
tion M → B2 (cf. [32]). In particular, if the braided surface
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Figure 3.27.

is positive (quasi-positive in the Rudolph’s terminology), that is
all the bands between the sheets are positively twisted, then also
the induced fibration is positive and M is a bounded Stein sur-
face. One of the main ingredients in the proof of this fact is the
Rudolph’s theorem that positive braided surfaces are complex
analytic (cf. [45]).

Since not all the 4-manifold considered here are Stein, no
universal ribbon surface in B4 can be isotopically equivalent to
a positive braided surface. In Figure 3.27 (b) we see that only
three of the six bands are positively twisted.

However, it has been proved in [32] that any compact Stein
surface with boundary is a covering of B4 branched over a posi-
tive braided surface. Then, the following question naturally aris-
es.

Question 3.5.3. Does there exists a positive braided sur-
face in B4 which is universal for compact Stein surfaces with
boundary?

Finally, some trivial remarks about universal links. Obvious-
ly, the boundary of any universal surface in B4 is a universal link
in S3. But, it is likely false that any universal link in S3 is the
boundary of a universal surface in B4. Actually, it is not clear at
all whether any universal link bounds some surface in B4 allow-
ing us to give a covering presentation of any closed orientable
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3-manifold as the boundary of a 4-manifold. For example, we
don’t know what happens in the simplest case of the Borromean
rings. So, we conclude with the following question.

Question 3.5.4. What universal links in S3 bound a uni-
versal surface in B4?
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